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Material for this presentation was based, in part, on the OMH PSF-NY training curriculum 
developed by SUNY New Paltz, Institute for Disaster Mental Health. 

The child-specific content was developed by Save the Children as part of the Resilient 
Children Resilient Communities initiative, a project currently led by the National Center for 
Disaster Preparedness at Columbia University’s Earth Institute. 

Further information on the PFA-NY training can be obtained by contacting: 
Steven Moskowitz, MSW

OMH Bureau of Emergency Preparedness and Response  
steven.moskowitz@omh.ny.gov

Additional information on Save the Children and Helping Children 
in Crisis can be obtained from:

Jennifer Smith
Associate Director, Domestic Emergencies Unit 

U.S. Programs & Advocacy 
jsmith@savechildren.org

mailto:steven.moskowitz@omh.ny.gov
mailto:jsmith@savechildren.org
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Protecting Children:
Every Day and In Times of Crisis

Save the Children believes every child deserves a future. In the 
United States and around the world, we give children a healthy 
start in life, the opportunity to learn and protection from harm.

Save the Children is celebrating 100 years and is active in 120 countries around the world 
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A word about terminology…
• Disaster – term can be 

considered to be 
interchangeable with any event 
which exposes an individual to 
traumatic stress

• Survivors - individuals 
exposed either directly or 
indirectly to a traumatic event
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STRESS-more than one shape and size
• General Stress

• Cumulative Stress

• Traumatic Stress

• Posttraumatic Stress Disorder
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General stress
• Normal condition of life
• Necessary for health and 

survival
• Can be positive or it can be 

negative
• Most people deal with it daily 

and function well
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Cumulative Stress
• Piled up, unresolved general stress
• Destructive pathway of stress
• Produces negative changes in:

oMental and physical health
o Performance
oRelationships
o Personality
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 Prolonged stress
 Neglect (for children)
 Physical or Sexual assault or 

abuse
 Death of a significant other
 Involved in, or exposed to, a 

disaster, fatal or serious injury 
or accident

Traumatic 
Stress 

has the power 
to overwhelm 

coping abilities
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Stress, Trauma, and Disaster

People face 
numerous 
challenging 
instigators of 
stress

“Routine” daily life challenges

Potential of additional trauma

Experiencing disaster
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Understanding Stress
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How does stress 
manifest in 
children?
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Children’s Reactions to Every Day Stress
AGE REACTIONS – Discuss in small groups/ 5 mins.
0-3

4-6

7-12

12 - 18 

Change in plans?

New school?

Wrong lunch?

Being excluded by friends?
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Sample Reactions by Age Group
Age Reaction
0-3 Separation fears, regression, fussiness, clinginess, temper tantrums, sleep 

disturbances

4-6 As above plus: poor concentration, easily confused, inactive or hyperactive, 
aggressive or repetitive play, anxiety and worry

7-12 Anxiety and worry, excessive guilt and worries about others’ safety, poor 
concentration and school performance, angry outbursts, repetitious stories
or questions

13-18 Poor concentration, depression, guilt, anxiety, anger, acting out, wish for 
revenge, risk-taking behavior, sleeping and eating disturbances
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Psychological
First Aid
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Reactions to Trauma

• Emotional
• Behavioral
• Physical
• Cognitive
• Spiritual
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Range of Reactions
• Responses can be intense and distressing for those 

experiencing them
• Usually over time these reactions will fade away for most 

people, becoming less frequent and less intense 
• However, some people don’t experience this recovery, or 

their early symptoms are so strong that they really need 
professional mental health support
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Trauma & Children

A powerful event related to 
actual or possible death, 
physical injury or emotional 
injury - of themselves or 
others - that overwhelms a 
child’s ability to manage his 
or her strong feelings.

Zero to Three, 2005, Marans and Adelman, 1997
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How a child reacts to a traumatic event depends on

• How their caregivers react
• Age and developmental stage
• If they feel safe and secure
• Past experiences
• Personality and predisposition
• Severity of and proximity to event
• Loss or injury of pets, family, 

friends
• How event is explained to them
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Everyday 
Trauma

Adverse Childhood 
Experience (ACEs)
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TRAUMA IN DISASTERS 
Video Will You Be There?
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Impact of Disasters on Community Services
21

Disaster 12 months 18 months

Service Gap

Post-disaster needs of 
vulnerable populations

Routine Capacity of 
community organizations

Post-disaster capacity of 
community organizations

Routine needs of vulnerable 
populations

What happens for the 
children who slip through 
the gap?

Credit: 
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The Importance of Early Intervention
 Traditional mental health 

intervenes here  addressing 
what people tell themselves for 
the rest of their lives

 Early interventions can mitigate need 
for long-term care by addressing 
immediate reactions to distressing event 
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PFA: A Universal Intervention
• Anyone can practice PFA; no 

mental health background 
required

• Similar to physical first aid –
anyone can learn basic skills

• Addressing stress allows critical 
immediate needs to be better 
addressed! 
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 Not mental health counseling, but it 
may help to identify people in need of 
mental health counseling

 Not an intervention that must be 
delivered by a mental health 
professional

PFA is NOT…

 A set of tools/techniques that can be 
used successfully by anyone trained in 
PFA;

 Useful following any traumatic event, 
not just disasters.

PFA is…
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PFA Characteristics
• Short-term; here and now
• Focus on interrelated practical, physical, 

and emotional needs
• Universal – can and should be 

provided to all survivors
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Elements of Psychological First Aid
Providing comfort care

Recognizing basic needs and helping to solve problems 

Validating survivors’ feelings and thoughts

Connecting people with their support systems 

Providing accurate and timely information

Providing education about stress reactions

Reinforcing strengths and positive coping strategies
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PFA Elements into ACTIONS
27

Look
• Awareness of the situation

and family

Listen
• Hear what the child/family is

telling you

Link
• Identify the resources for

support.
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LOOK
• Who is exhibiting signs of stress?

• What basic needs might you help 
meet?

• Introducing yourself to children
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Provide Comfort Care:
Being Calm
 Disasters increase physical 

and emotional arousal, and 
anxiety is contagious

 If you can stay calm while 
interacting with survivors, that 
will often help them calm down

 It can be difficult not to take on 
others’ emotions yourself, so 
be sure to keep breathing 
deeply

Warmth and Genuineness 
 Try to be warm and kind in all 

interactions
 Be attentive and use a soothing 

tone of voice – no matter what the 
survivor says

 It may help to imagine the roles 
being reversed: How would you 
want to be treated if you were the 
survivor of this disaster, seeking 
support? 
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Recognize Basic Needs
 Disasters often create a 

variety of physical threats 
and logistical demands that 
can feel overwhelming to 
survivors

 You may be able to help 
people whose judgment and 
decision-making ability is 
temporarily impaired

Safety Needs

Basic Needs

Physiological Safety Problem 
solving
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LISTEN
• Practice active listening

• Validate thoughts and 
feelings

• Techniques to help children 
express themselves
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Validate Feelings and Thoughts
Expressing Empathy
 Empathy is the ability to understand what someone is feeling it, without feeling it yourself 
 If survivors want to describe what happened to them, be prepared to listen

 Do NOT push them to talk – that can be unhelpful if someone isn’t ready to confront their 
memories 

 Phrases to express empathy and help you make sure you understand what the survivor is 
trying to say:
o “I hear you saying…”
o “It sounds like…”
o “It seems to you…”
o “You appear…”

 Don’t worry about getting it wrong…If you do, just apologize and ask the survivor to clarify 
their point 
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Provide Education About Stress Reactions
 Survivors often feel overwhelmed by their own emotional 

reactions to the disaster
 Education can:

 Normalize these reactions
 Explain why they make sense given the circumstances
 Suggest ways to reduce and manage this stress 

 This “psychoeducation” is an important element of PFA but 
can also be provided at any time
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Additional Techniques:
Helping children express themselves

• Active Listening
• Normalization and 

generalization
• Triangulation
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LINK
• Connect people with their 

support systems

• Provide accuate, timely 
information

• Help identify strengths and 
positive coping techniques

• Refer to professionals as 
needed
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Connect People with Their Support Systems:
• Social support can be 

informational or Emotional
• All types can help a survivor 

cope with stress

• If possible, survivors should be 
physically reunited with loved 
ones 

• Some may resist reaching out, 
not wanting to be a burden

Help by 
Identifying 

Social Supports
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Connect People with Their Support Systems

Help by 
Avoiding
Negative 
Supports

Not all relationships are supportive –
they can be sources of stress and misery
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Providing Accurate and Timely Information
• Accurate information is an important antidote for the 

uncertainty and anxiety survivors experience after a disaster 
• They’ll need different kinds of information:

– What happened? Who was responsible? 
– Is it truly over?
– How extensive was the disaster damage? 
– When will we be able to return home? 
– What recovery resources are available?
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Reinforce Strengths and Positive Coping 
Strategies

Effective Ways of Coping
• Getting enough sleep • Exercising

• Taking breaks
• Allowing yourself to receive as well as 

give
• Eating a healthy diet • Using spiritual resources

• Connecting with others • Limiting TV exposure

• Balancing work, play, and rest
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What PFA might look like
40
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Some Cautions When Using PFA
• Goal is to help survivors return to pre-disaster 

functioning, not fix all of their problems
• Survivors of a traumatic event should not be treated 

identically; individual needs and cultural differences 
must be respected 

• Some survivors prefer the comfort and support of peers 
or clergy, while others work their problems out alone or 
only want support from family members
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Children who need extra help

 Expresses desire or intent to harm themselves or others.
 Has experienced:

– the loss of a loved one, 
– serious injuries to themselves or  loved ones, 
– A loved one that is unaccounted for or missing.

 Shows extreme reactions or behavioral changes that do not improve or 
seem to worsen over time. 

 Cannot function daily in their lives

If a child is severely distressed, avoid leaving him or her alone. Stay with the child until the 
reaction has passed or until you can get help from others.

Know when to refer to mental health professionals
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PFA Do’s and Don’ts
DO DON’T

Be realistic in your assurances Over-promise or over-reassure

Validate the survivor’s feelings
Minimize the survivor’s losses or 

make comparisons to other 
survivors

Stay with the survivor’s focus Change the subject
Learn to tolerate silence Fill up silence with chatter

Accept that they’re venting and it’s 
not really aimed at you

Take survivor anger or frustration 
personally



Time to Practice!

PFA Role 
Play:

Bringing it all 
together
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Self-Care
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Self-Care: Assisting can be rewarding

• However… without the proper preparation, you can also 
suffer negative impacts like trauma and burnout

• Self-care can help you cope with your experience and 
prevent this harm, letting you keep helping others

• Practicing good self-care is not a luxury, but an ethical 
responsibility 

• Self-care (eating well, sleeping enough) is often difficult in 
daily life, let alone following a traumatic event, so having 
multiple strategies to call on is essential
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Self-Care
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PFA Train-the-Trainer Initiative 2019

• Newly developed PFA curriculum
• TTT’s held across the state 200+ participants 
• 3-Hour classroom training
• Goal: train trainers for agencies and 

healthcare facilities
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